Special Features
Broadgate firmly believes in innovation
and advancement. Our continuous research and development efforts help us
in offering newer and easier solutions
to clients. Our team is currently working
on making Aspirant better and comprehensive by adding more features like,
accounting and training.

Similarly, a registered employer could also
communicate with the recruitment team freely
and express all their employee preferences for
a job so as to reduce deviances and make their
expectations clear. Furthermore, all the communication that happens on the ‘Chat’ are recorded for future reference.
Apart from the above features, Broadgate also
includes custom features depending on the feasibility of such.

Aspirants
Aspirant also has a unique ‘Chat’ feature that allows one-to-one conversation between all the parties. This ‘Chat’
feature ensures that all the parties can
communicate quickly and easily thereby reducing noise. A registered employee can communicate with the recruitment team using the ‘Chat’ feature
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About us
Broadgate is a front-runner in developing custom software for valued clients. We utilize front-line technologies
to build next-gen enterprise applications which cater to businesses for
process automation.
We strongly believe in the capabilities
of next-gen programming language
hence we pioneered in building enterprise applications to suit a thin clienttier environment. The constant research and development efforts put in
by our team add value to our solutions thereby improving the application performance and developing advanced software.
Our domain expertise in building software which meets the specialized requirement of clients is immense. We
have been designing frameworks and
building robust enterprise applications
using our technologies extensively to
streamline business processes and
provide value for client investment.

Aspirants
In the present day’s global business environment, human intellectual capital is
being considered as one of the most important factors that determine the success of any organization. Human Resources are now treated as assets which
can generate growth opportunities for a
company and give it a competitive edge.
Hence, organizations have become increasingly selective about all the processes that are undertaken to hire the
right employee. In addition to that, organizations have also recognized other factors like time, huge costs of advertising,
improper communication as constraints
to process of recruitment. One can safely
say that human resource recruitment is
now a challenging task.

Broadgate is introducing Aspirant, a human
resource recruitment and management system, which integrates next-gen technologies
and domain expertise to meet every organization’s human resource management requirements. Starting from the initial stages
of recruitment to later management processes, Aspirant aids organizations in smooth
running of operations. Aspirant works closely with both all the parties thereby breaking
down all the barriers and ensuring successful execution of tasks.

Features of Aspirant:


Integrates next-gen technology and
domain expertise



Employee & Employer Registration



Firm Registration



Job Posting



Job Notifications



Scheduling Appointments



On-boarding an employee



Secure Access



Technical support



Timely updates and more…

